
Year 8 Curriculum Map 2016/17 Half Term 1 Half Term 2 Half Term 3 Half Term 4 Half Term 5 Half Term 6

Art 1
Portraits/Distortion. Understand the 
proportions of the face. Develop observational 
drawing skills. Visual and written research 
skills

Portraits/Distortion. Develop knowledge and 
understanding of an artist's process, interpret 
and develop own ideas. Present a personal 
response. 

Mixed media Day of the Dead. Investigate the 
Mexican festival "Day of the Dead". Visual 
and written research skills. Observational 
drawing, creative thinking and use of colour.

Mixed media Day of the Dead. Explore 
materials media and processes, refine ideas 
and present a personal response.

Bit Invader. Develop observational drawing 
skills. Visual and written research skills. 
Eplore a range of media techniques and 
processes.

Bit Invader. Develop knowledge and 
understanding of an artists' process, interpret 
and develop own ideas. Present a personal 
response. 

Computing 1
Do Aliens Exist? Using the internet / 
reliability and bias / desk top publishing skills

Understanding computers Sound effect story - sequencing, animation 
and sound

Fair Cop - database software Computer technology / programming Computer technology / programming

English 5

War and Conflict: What is it good for?
-Poetic terms and how to analyse them. 
-A range of war poems
-Comparison of war poems.
-Unseen poem

War and Conflict: What is it good for?
Fictional extracts / stories on war.
Writing to describe on the theme of war. 

Shakespeare
Much Ado About Nothing

Study of full play; plot, characters and 
structure.
Close analysis of key extracts.

Shakespeare
Much Ado About Nothing

Descriptive writing linked to theme.

Adventure  and Survival

Non-fiction travel writing  and research

Writing to give a viewpoint (argue / persuade)

Read 'Lord of the Flies'

Adventure  and Survival

Lord of the Flies – whole novel.

Ethics 1
What does it mean to be a Muslim? - Key 
beliefs and practices in Islam.

What does it mean to be a Muslim? -  
Looking into why people are Islamophobic, 
developing empathy and understanding of 
those of different faiths. 

Students will be dealing with aspects about 
promoting good mental and emotional health. 
Students will be look ing at healthy and 
unhealthy relationships

Students will be looking at the effects that 
social media has on well-being and self 
esteem and how best to deal with social 
media

Students will begin to look at potential 
careers and the route in which to achieve their 
career goals

Students will play the Real game to give an 
idea of what is needed running a household 
with a salary and a prescribed job. 

French 2
Local Area - Describe a town, what you can 
do in different places, directions, arranging to 
go out

Lifestyle - Clothes & styles, weather & outfits 
for the occasion, how often you do activities, 

Holidays - usual holidays and preferences, 
ideal holidays, past holidays

Leisure - Festivals, sports and leisure 
activities, parts of the body & injuries

Leisure - Describing sports personalities and 
sports events - where you live and where you 
are going to live

Around the world - Daily routine, what you did 
recently, how you help others

Geography 2

China 
- Students examine many aspects of China as a country including physical, social, political 
and economic geography. Consider the influence China has on the rest of the world and 
specific countries that China has direct dominance over and how this dominance has 
changed over time. 

Rocking all over the World 
- Analysis of the geological timescale and how this has influenced formation of landforms in 
different areas of the world. Examination of how the geological construction of the world has 
influences on seismic and volcanic events. Students consider the causes, effects and 
management to these events in countries of varying economic status. 

Russia 
- Students examine many aspects of Russia as a country including physical, social, political 
and economic geography. Consider the influence Russia has on the rest of the world and 
specific countries that Russia has direct dominance over and how this dominance has 
changed over time. Students will akso make links with China to evaluate the most dominat 
superpower. 

History 2

Did the British Empire do any good? 
Identification of the key stages of the Empire. 
Focus on Australia as a convict colony, and 
case study of India. Particular focus on 
relationships between Britain and colony, and 
discussion of interpretations. Analysis of 
idependence movements. 

How did the Victorians contribute to modern 
life? Focus on links between Victorian Britain 
and today. Particular emphasis on inventions, 
society, traditions and government. 

What were the causes of WWI? Analysis of 
the causes of war, with judgement. 
Description of trench warfare, focusing on 
conditions and stages of battle. Study of key 
battles. Consideration of the role played by 
women. 

What was life like during WWII? Analysis of 
the causes of war. Description of key battles 
and changing status of the fronts. Study of 
the importance of the Home Front. Judgement 
of the use of the atomic bomb in ending the 
war. 

Why should we remember the Holocaust? 
Overview of background of Jewish persecution 
and identification of laws targetting Jewish 
people. Study of the progression of 
persecution from ghettos to concentration 
camps and death camps. Focus on 
individuals and groups i.e. resistance to Nazi 
control and reasons for compliance. 

How has medicine developed through time? 
Thematic study of key time periods and 
developments in medicine, from prehistoric to 
modern day. Particular focus on prevention of 
infectious diseases, surgery and public 
health. Consideration of the factors that 
influence change and their significance. 

Maths 5
Numbers and the number system
Calculating
Alebraic Proficiency

Visualising & Constructing
Probability
Averages

Alebraic Proficiency
Fractions, Decimals and Percentages
Ratio and Proportion

Angles
Fractions and Percentages

Shape- Area and Volume
Equations and Inequalities
Graphs

Sequences
Probability
Representing Data

Music 1
Rhythm, melody and harmony- Ukulele Rhythm, melody and harmony- Ukulele Roots of popular music- The Blues- keyboard/ 

ukulele
Creating a cover song- keyboard, ukulele and 
singing

Music and the moving image World music: african drumming, samba, 
music of the Caribbean 



PE 2

Invasion Games 
Netball Football Basketball Hockey Tag 
Rugby Rugby Union Rugby League

Develop basic skills in more
competitive situations
Decision making on all roles
Evaluate and feedback on own and
other performance
Aware of basic rules and health and
safety of performers

Health and Wellbeing
Indoor
Outdoor
Cross Country

Pulse rates and measure recovery
Plan a training programme
Short and long term benefits of
exercise
Strength and weaknesses of own
and peers fitness programme
Different types of training use of
equipment

Aesthetics
Trampolining

Health and safety
Development of basic shapes
Basic twists
Basic routines
Body tension
Coordination
Balance

Students will rotate around the above 
activities 

Invasion Games 
Netball Football Basketball Hockey Tag 
Rugby Rugby Union Rugby League
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competitive situations
Decision making on all roles
Evaluate and feedback on own and
other performance
Aware of basic rules and health and
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Health and Wellbeing

Indoor
Outdoor
Cross Country

Pulse rates and measure recovery
Plan a training programme
Short and long term benefits of
exercise
Strength and weaknesses of own
and peers fitness programme
Different types of training use of
equipment

Aesthetics
Trampolining

Health and safety
Development of basic shapes
Basic twists
Basic routines
Body tension
Coordination
Balance

Students will rotate around the above 
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Decision making on all roles
Evaluate and feedback on own and
other performance
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Short and long term benefits of
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Strength and weaknesses of own
and peers fitness programme
Different types of training use of
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Aesthetics
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Health and safety
Development of basic shapes
Basic twists
Basic routines
Body tension
Coordination
Balance

Students will rotate around the above 
activities 

Athletics 

Track and Field

Techniques in all events
Health and safety of competitive
situation
Developing more strategies to
events
Correcting simple faults in
performance

Net and Wall

Tennis
Badminton

Rules and Regulations
Shot development
Court understanding
Singles and Doubles tactical
understanding

Aesthetics

Trampolining
Dance

Straight jumps and balance
Advanced twists
Somersaults
Routines – create own
Evaluation of own and peers
performances and improve

Students will rotate around the above 
activities
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Performing Arts 1
Witchcraft and Superstition. Physical Theatre 
& storytelling theatre. The Witches by Roald 
Dahl and Advert Theatre

Macbeth- Shakespeare in to performance. 
Costume design element focus

Tension Tension devised piece Dance t.b.c. Dance t.b.c.

Science 5
- Digestion and drugs
- Groups in the periodic table
- Fuels and energy transfers (heat and fuels)
- Scientific skills lessons (continued)

- Fuels and energy transfers (heat and fuels) 
(continued)
- Photosynthesis and food webs
- Scientific skills lessons (continued)

- Photosynthesis and food webs (continued)
- Separating substances
- Electricity
- Scientific skills lessons (continued)

- DNA and evolution
- Metals and materials
- Scientific skills lessons (continued)

- Gases and pressure
- Rock cycle and Earth's atmosphere
- Scientific skills lessons (continued)

- Rock cycle and Earth's atmosphere 
(continued)
- Science projects
- Scientific skills lessons (continued)

Technology 2

All groups are in a carousel of Food 
Technology (2 Star Chef Award), Textiles 
(Blood Bag) and Electronic Products 
(Electronic PIC Dice) Each group will stay in 
the same materials area for one term.

All groups are in a carousel of Food 
Technology (2 Star Chef Award), Textiles 
(Blood Bag) and Electronic Products 
(Electronic PIC Dice) Each group will stay in 
the same materials area for one term.
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the same materials area for one term.
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(Electronic PIC Dice) Each group will stay in 
the same materials area for one term.

All groups are in a carousel of Food 
Technology (2 Star Chef Award), Textiles 
(Blood Bag) and Electronic Products 
(Electronic PIC Dice) Each group will stay in 
the same materials area for one term.

All groups are in a carousel of Food 
Technology (2 Star Chef Award), Textiles 
(Blood Bag) and Electronic Products 
(Electronic PIC Dice) Each group will stay in 
the same materials area for one term.


